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Hosting the MaCCRA Statewide Meeting
By Robert Elkin
Gloria Lawlah, head of Maryland's
Department of Aging, which is charged with

representing Prince George’s County.
She is officially the State’s consumer

protecting the rights and

advocate for the growing senior

quality of life of older persons

population. A major part of her

in the State, spoke before the

responsibility as Secretary of

annual Statewide MaCCRA

the Department of Aging is to

meeting at Collington last

regulate CCRC’s. She

month. According to Sheila

introduced Debra Roane who is

Givan, President of

the professional staff member

Collington's MaCCRA chapter,

responsible for coordinating all

“This is the first time Collington

34 CCRC's that care for about

has hosted a statewide

15,000 aging persons (twelve

meeting in 12 years.”

CCRC's are members of

About 100 MaCCRA

MaCCRA).

members came together to
conduct their business, hear

Lawlah said that she expects
Gloria Lawlah, Secretary of Aging the 2010 Census will report a

the presentation by Secretary

swelling number of aging in

Lawlah, enjoy a Collington lunch, and “hang

Maryland. Those numbers are knocking on the

out,” talking together informally.

State budget door, competing for resources.

State Senator Nathaniel Exum, representing

While Lawlah reports that the Governor is one of

the Prince George's area, brought greetings

the strongest supporters for senior services, she

from the legislature. He noted that Lawlah

also reported heavy competition for funding for

comes to her position appointed by Governor

other age groups.

O’Malley after 20 years in the state legislature

She said the Department of Aging is charged

WiFi is Here!
Unless unexpected problems arise, Plant
Manager Tom Connelly expects that by early
December, WiFi will be available for staff and
residents throughout Collington. He reports
that by mid-November Wi-Fi was online in the
Creighton Center, the common areas, and the
apartments. Equipment for the cottages,
principally antennas, had been ordered at the
time The Collingtonian went to press.
Tom keeps the Residents Association
Security Task Force, chaired by Curt Bury, up
Sheila Givan, president of Collington’s MaCCRA
chapter, greets Bill Root, State MaCCRA
President

to date on developments. Tom is working on a
users agreement.
As laptops typically are wireless-ready,

with implementing the new legislation referred

they can utilize our WiFi without a problem.

to as Lifespan. Accordingly, she appointed a

Desktops would require a wireless card to

Continuing Care Advisory Committee to
implement the legislation. In other parts of her
talk, Lawlah spoke of the stresses facing the
industry, including the media report on

access Wi-Fi. These can easily be added to
computers.
Tom envisions the greatest benefit of Wi-Fi
will come as a base for other systems,
including motion sensors. Eddy Ruiz or Tom

Ericson's bankruptcy that sent tremors

Connelly will answer questions that residents

nationwide.

have about implementing WiFi on their

State MaCCRA President Bill Root, who

computers.

chaired the meeting, said that the secretary had
The Collingtonian

appointed him and two other MaCCRA

Financed by Residents

members to the Continuing Care Advisory
Committee. Root spoke about some of the
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tensions surfacing in the work of the Committee
where MaCCRA representatives are active on
two Subcommittees: the Financial Matters
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Subcommittee and the Subscriber Rights
Staff:

Subcommittee.

Lynn Bernstein, Sally Bucklee, Gloria Ericson,

Jarvis Freymann, Jean Getlein, Sally Griffen,
Robert Goldwin, Faith Jackson, Frances Kolarek.
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Holiday Festivities
By Robert Elkin
According to Marcia Giger, chair of the

Christmas Morning Breakfast
On Christmas morning from 8 to 10 a.m.,
Mary Witt is organizing another Christmas

Hospitality Committee, a great, good time is

breakfast in the Ivy Room. Those of us spending

planned for the December holidays.

Christmas here will look forward to the tasty food
and camaraderie we found last year.

December 16 Holiday Party
Marcia and Pat King, supported by
Stephanie Dalton, have planned a Holiday Party

New Year's Eve
On New Year's Eve, Peg and Bill Cosgrove
are planning another party. Stay tuned.

•

in the Auditorium for December 16.
Entertainment will be offered beginning at 2:00
pm. The Collington Singers will kick off the

Drama Group Does It Again

afternoon with the new arrangements they're

The Drama Committee presented a reading

practicing that include both Christian and

of two one-act plays to a receptive audience last

Jewish themes.

month. MaryAverett Seelye directed Thursday

A Sing-A-Long follows with the attendees

Evening by Christopher Morley, a light comedy

calling out the carols they've been practicing for

that brought many laughs. Curt Bury and Marion

the last 70 or 80 years.

Henry were excellent as they sparked off each

That will be followed by a reading of Holiday

other as a young couple having a marital spat,

Trivia by Corinne Vincelette, using our own

with interference from their two mothers-in-law

favorite voice.

played by Betty Bryson and Sheila Hollies. Jack

The December 16th afternoon will end with
a surprise headliner that will spark your musical
memory.
The entertainment will be followed by

Yale’s booming voice narrated important
actions.
The second play, Thornton Wilder’s The
Happy Journey To Trenton and Camden,

sumptuous refreshments served in the

directed by Marcia Behr, cast Dorothy Brown as

Clocktower, courtesy of David Walbright’s

the mother of an active family making a journey

Marketing Department. Marketing will be
hosting a group of prospective residents for a
taste of our lifestyle and entertainment.
Collingtonians will have the opportunity of
meeting some of those thinking about coming to
Collington.
Sounds like a blast.

to visit a married daughter. Becky Elefante
played the married daughter skillfully while
Caryl Marsh and Herb Gordon played the
children with aplomb. Bill McGhee portrayed the
father as a stolid, quiet man. Chuck Dell kept us
informed as narrator and read the lines of
several minor characters.
December 2009
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Cathedral Honors Luann Vaky

kneelers for the Resurrection Chapel, the

Luann Vaky, for 25 years a staff member and

stitchery for which was completed by women all

volunteer at the Washington Cathedral, was

over the United States. Altogether, some 1,500

honored for her service at a ceremony following

pieces of needlepoint, each hand-stitched by

Evensong last October. The service dedicated

volunteers, adorn the interior of the Cathedral.

the Vaky prie dieu

The annual October

kneeler with this

service recognizes

citation: “This kneeler

the many who have

is given to the glory of

served the Cathedral.

God by the collective

Luann worked in the

effort of many

Herb Cottage, trained

Cathedral docents in

docents who escort

thanksgiving for and

Luann with the Vaky prie dieu kneeler

Cathedral and served

in honor of the ministry of Luann Vaky.”
The kneeler is a large needlework cushion

visitors around the

as Chair of the Needlepoint Committee. Among

to protect the knees of an officiant at a service in

Cathedral docents are Collington residents

the Resurrection Chapel, one of three chapels in

Nancy and Bill McGhee and Mary Lib Hotchkiss.

the Cathedral Crypt. The kneeler’s “vibrant

Volunteering clearly becomes habitual.

colors and exuberant design evoke Christ’s

Luann now serves as Vice-President of

resurrection and pay an appropriate tribute to

Collington’s Residents Association. We are

Mrs. Vaky’s many years of generous and joyous

proud to have her and her husband, Pete, here

service to the Cathedral,” the program notes

and warmly congratulate Luann on her

read. Luann, herself, designed the individual

achievements.

Read The Collingtonian on the Web
The Collingtonian follows the lead of the
Washington Post, the New York Times, and
other prominent media, as it debuts on the web
in December. You can access the website,
Keeping Up With Collington, by typing:
keepingupwithcollington.org into your internet
browser (Note-no space between words).
According to Curt Bury, who recently
created the web site, it is designed to keep
potential residents and their adult children up to
the minute.
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Curt worked with Lee McKnight to convert print
copy to the web.
The web site is an activity of the Collington
Residents Association produced by a subcommittee of The Collingtonian, chaired by Curt
Bury. Members of its Editorial Board include
Ann Stone, Linda Chaplin, Robert Elkin,
Frances Kolarek and Lee McKnight.
Lee hopes that, over time, he and Curt can
transfer some earlier copies of The
Collingtonian to create an archive, providing a
base for research into our recent past.
R.E.

Julia Freeman, Health Dynamo
By Sally Griffen

Julia stayed at NIH for 20 years, living in
Wheaton. She moved her specialty to arthritis
and visited all the major medical centers in the
United States to evaluate their arthritis
programs. Retiring in 2005 from NIH, she
became a science writer, attending
major medical conferences and
summarizing the proceedings.
“Some of the topics really stretched
me,” she remembers.
Called back to NIH, she did research
on Women's Health issues and
developed a program for Women's

Sibling rivalry? Julia Freeman doesn't
know about it. She grew up in Indianapolis, the
oldest of six siblings, and to this
day, they all remain very close
friends, who constantly visit back
and forth. Julia's father was a
neurosurgeon at Indiana Medical
School, a pioneer in ways of
keeping paraplegics alive and
functioning
With the encouragement of
Heath Centers. She also took on a
her father, she went to Radcliffe,
big project with the NIH office of
class of 1962, the last Radcliffe
Dietary Supplements to draft a
class. During the summers, she
Julia Freeman
strategic plan for 2010-2014. With
worked in science labs at Indiana
both projects completed, Julia is again retired
University where she met her husband, Charles,
but who knows when NIH will come calling
a medical student at Indiana. She pursued
again.
graduate work in biochemistry there.
What will this busy, talented woman do
She and Charles, a diabetic specialist,
now? She is not worried because she “has
married, went to Harvard on postdoctoral fellowalways found things to do”. Here at Collington
ships and then on to NIH. They later returned to
she has joined the library committee and is
Indiana, where they each held faculty appointdrafting a consumer guide for the health
ments, and had two children. Julia, then a
committee. She stays close to her siblings and
professor of pharmacology, wrote a book on
family.
pharmacology for nurses that has gone through
Get to know Julia when you can because
six editions.
she is a travelin' woman. She also is an
When Charles received a Robert Woods
interesting person and a great addition to
Johnson fellowship, Julia was unable to go with
Collington.
him to D.C. He met someone and the marriage
fell apart. Not wanting to stay in Indiana, Julia
Send the Collingtonian
moved to D.C. as an NIH Health Administrator of
to Friends and Family
Diabetes research. Her son Brian moved with
We’d be glad to forward copies of The
her, but when he reached 16 he decided to
Collingtonian to family members and
friends.
return to Indiana. Julia believed that “if he was
Please give Marie in Marketing the
happier there, it was fine with me. All I wanted
names and addresses IN WRITING. She’ll
was for him to grow up a fine man.” And he has.
add them to the mailing list.
Her daughter now lives nearby in Crofton.
Dcember 2009
The Collingtonian
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Marketing Ad Hits TV Channels
By Jarvis M. Freymann
Although brief and to-the-point, Collington’s
new 30-second videotaped marketing ad packs
a powerful punch. The voice-over says:
“Senior living in a beautiful setting: it all comes
together at Collington, with charming cottages
on 125 wooded acres, yet conveniently located
right here in the metro area. Collington is
everything you expect from the finest senior
living community, plus life care at a great value!
Call us today at (301) 925-7706, or visit our
website: www.collington.com”

stations in suburban Virginia, Maryland, and
D.C. In addition to promoting name recognition
and providing some sense of Collington’s
spectacular natural setting, the ad also touches
on our shuttle services and close proximity to
public transportation.
But to see and hear the ad itself is worth at
least another thousand words. If a computer is
handy, just take a look at the coverage of the ad
offered on our new website at
http://www.keepingupwithcollington.org/Collingt
onTVAd.htm
Although still too early to judge its
effectiveness, Marketing Director David

The viewer sees brief glimpses of a hand-

Walbright reports an encouraging rise in

some swallowtail butterfly, “Old Eli”, our resident

inquiries and requests for brochures since the

Great Blue Heron, and a young Whitetail deer

new ad first aired. “But first, last, and always,” he

smiling from ear to ear after sampling a tasty

says, “our very best marketers are and always

appetizer from Faith Jackson’s garden.

will be Collington’s own residents. Word-of-

Other shots featuring many familiar faces –

mouth praise and endorsements generally have

Marion Henry, Barbara and Bill Conklin, Roanne

a much greater impact than any print ad or video

Hartfield, Ronald Blackman, Rosemary

campaign could.”

Robinson, Lillian and Curtis Langford, Herbert
Anderson and Irina and Peter Pfund -- among

a cameramen from Zillner, the LCS public
relations firm in St. Louis. The film editors cut

others.
This brief message also suggests the wide
variety of activities currently being enjoyed on
our extensive campus, including gardening,
dog-walking, birding, community outreach, and
simply relaxing and having a pleasant chat with
friends and neighbors.
The ad is currently being shown on four TV
6
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down that content to a video lasting exactly 30
seconds. The rest wound up on the cutting room
floor.

Jenning’s Corollary
The chance of the bread falling with the
buttered side down is in direct proportion to
the cost of the carpet.
(This theorum supplied by Jean Getlein.)

Mary Kirkeby, Board Member

She is a person who listens more than she
needs to talk about herself. She had to be prodBy Faith Jackson
ded to remember she was in such movies as the
You never know until you ask. Never in your Parent Trap (Disney), Father Knows Best and
wildest dreams could you invent a more
Life of Reilly. Of her career she says, “I
interesting Collington Board
remember I did have an agent who
member. A child movie actress who
helped me get commercials and
weekly televison shows. I answered
went on to study voice at home and
a lot of questions from Art Linkletter.”
abroad, teach and perform, many
She left that career to get more
times with her husband, Gary
education and seriously study voice,
Kirkeby, long time organist at St.
which she did in this country and
Barnabas. Happily for us, she and
Vienna, after graduating from
Gary and two sons, Mark and John,
Immaculate Heart College in
came to settle in our area.
Hollywood and getting her M.A. at
Gary and Mary Kirkeby
Meet Mary Canaday Kirkeby,
Northwestern.
who is completing her first year on
Mary met Gary in 1969 when she came to
our Board of Directors as a member of the
teach voice at the University of North Dakota
Strategic Planning Committee. She is
and Gary was teaching music . They married in
enthusiastic about Collington and knows it well.
1970 and remained in Minnesota until 1978,
Her mother lived here from 1991 to 1995, and
taking a year out to study at Trinity College in
her son Mark worked with Reed Harris for eight
London. Gary taught at the College of Southern
years. This gave her ample opportunity to learn
Idaho at Twin Falls while Mary was Choral
about us and want to spread the word.
Director at Jerome High School. Throughout
“This is an ideal retirement community with
these years, Mary, coloratura, and Gary,
baritone, have performed duets in the United
interesting people who live here and share
States and abroad.
friendships and ideas. The multiple activities
In 1980, they settled in our county where
available are sufficiently varied to please everyMary taught vocal music at the Community
body. Or you can always go to your neighbor
College. Gary is Director of music and organist
and say, ‘talk to me.’ That way,” she says, and I
at St. Barnabas’, as well as Chair of the Music
loved this, “your mind will never go dead.”
Department at the College.
In the Bowie-Crofton community where she
They have consistently been active
worked for Long and Foster, she sold the first
participants in their community, and thanks to a
house to herself. She grins as she adds, “And
house-for-exchange program, have traveled
another to Sugar Ray Leonard’s mom.” She is
extensively making friends in small villages and
an active volunteer, garden club member and
big cities, in Austria, Germany, France and Italy.
Master Gardener. “Gardening keeps you
How lucky we are to have Mary as a member
young”, Mary says, and she loves to be
of our Board.
outdoors. She has arranged flowers at St.
Barnabas and with our own Penny Vickery at the
National Cathedral.
December 2009 The Collingtonian
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An Upside Down Summer

20 degrees below zero to measure snow depth.
The men bundled up in layers topped with
By Frances Kolarek
parkas. “Bunny boots,” insulated with an air
During the summer of 1963, Simon Roman
layer, kept feet warm. Their faces were quickly
celebrated Christmas Eve at a midnight mass
covered with frost. Simon says many of the guys
presided over by Francis Cardinal
grew beards, which were soon white
Spellman, Archbishop of New York, who
with rime when they went outside. Was
was visiting the Amundsen-Scott South
this for protection? “Not really. You just
Pole Station.
had no reason to shave.”
Simon had been working at the
Manufacturing hydrogen for the
Weather Service in Washington after his
weather balloons was a shared job.
discharge from the Air Force, where he
Simon Roman Hydrogen is a very volatile substance –
wearing his
had been trained in meteorology, when
remember the Hindenburg disaster of
South Pole parka
volunteers were sought for research
1937? – and great care had to be taken
during a summer at the South Pole. The assign- to keep the environment spark-free.
ment carried a bonus and Simon jumped at it.
Communications were limited to letters and
His job was to collect scientific data at the Pole
ham-radio contact. One envelope in Simon's
on temperatures, humidity, cloud heights, air
archive bears two postage stamps from
pressure, etc.
Christmas 1963, 5 cents each. Atmospherics
“Pristine” is the word Simon uses to describe
could interrupt radio signals and Simon could
this white, germ-free world. Although the South
never be sure that a call to his wife and their
Pole has an elevation of a bit over 9,000 feet,
infant son back home would go through as
most of it consists of snow and ice, blown in by
scheduled.
the raging winds that prevail in the area. Snow
News from the states was spotty, too.
rarely falls at the South Pole. Beneath this
President Kennedy was assassinated during
accumulation, the land lies at sea level.
this time, Simon remembers, and cryptic
Simon describes living conditions at that time references to “Oswald” and “Ruby” came
as “rustic.” He and a fellow researcher shared a
through spottily. It was not until the weekly
cubicle with double-decker bunks. The food,
shipment of newspapers and magazines arrived
supplied by the military, was very good and
that the outpost could piece together a full
everybody pitched in to do the housework. One
account of the events.
evening, while drying dishes, Simon gave his
It was an upside down life. The Station was
head a good whack on a projecting shelf. In the
just on the other side of the International Date
absence of healing bacteria, it took the lesion
line and their calendar was a day ahead of the
three times as long to heal as it would have here United States’. The compass always pointed
at home.
north no matter where you went. And while it
As for work, teams went out every three
was a chilly winter at home, the South Pole was
hours in temperatures ranging between 15 and
enjoying summer.
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The King of Fruit

Early in November, fifteen Collingtonians
carpooled to southern Maryland, volunteering to
pick a two-acre field of persimmons. These are
not just any persimmons. They grow in a special
orchard planted and tended by Bill Preston who
has been involved with the fruit since the 1950's.
Because there are so many varieties of persimmons, Bill started his venture by setting up
Taste Panels. Over ten years he tested about
25 varieties. The results endorsed the Gwang
Yang, a Chinese variety similar to the Fufu but
tasting better. This is a large-fruited, vigorous,
non-astringent fruit that is hardy in this area and
remains resistant to local insects (non-astringent
means it doesn't pucker, a challenge to the fruit).
As this variety doesn't need pollination, there are
no seeds or only vestigial seeds (like a seedless
watermelon).
Having zeroed in on the best fruit by 1990,
Bill set forth to establish his orchard from
scratch, or we could say, from seed. He cleared
two acres of farmland his sister owned in
Southern Maryland and planted the seeds of
native persimmons according to a rigorous plan.
He planted seeds every 15 feet in rows 25 feet
apart, making for 100 potential trees. After four
years, the saplings became large enough to
take a graft. He acquired grafts of the Gwang
Yang from trees planted by University of

Maryland professor Jim Shanks living in
Beltsville. Then, he carefully set about
creating the orchard. He had to wait about a
year to determine whether each graft took. If
not, he grafted again. After a successful graft,
he waited at least five years for trees to begin
bearing.
Persimmons are very popular in Asia,
especially China, Japan and Korea where they
are considered the “King of Fruits”. Some
years ago, Bill wrote a book called Where
Persimmon was King, describing all the steps
from creating an orchard, growing the fruit and
marketing it. The book is especially interesting
because of photographs he located, taken in
the 1920's, showing the whole process.
Transportation included camels and donkeys.
According to Art Longacre, Collingtonians
enjoyed their day in the sun. Elsie Seetoo took
photos and picked. Other pickers included
Lynn Bernstein, Peg and Bill Cosgrove, Evelyn
Colbert, Elizabeth Farris, Eileen Henderson,
Birdie James, Pat King, Julia Lacy, Maya
Peretz, Anna Shea and Mary Witt.
They produced 20 five-gallon buckets of the
fruit but left many more to be harvested. R.E.
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Chatter Box
Carolyn Feinglass has come up with a

Dr. Judith Shaw has been a member of the

corking good idea. Let’s install a potbellied

Helminthological Society for 60 years, and can

stove in the Country Store where we can gather

pronounce the word without difficulty. For the

round to chat. Next: a cracker barrel.

benefit of those of us who lisp, are dyslexic, or



worse, she says

For our cottage dwellers, the Ivy Lounge

it’s okay to call it

tends to be off the beaten path. To remind – and

the Worm Club.

inform – from midmorning to mid-afternoon, hot

The organization

coffee and cookies or muffins are on hand. So if

recently honored

you have a break between classes, want to

Judith with its

make arrangements to meet a friend, or just feel

Anniversary

like a quick pick-me-up, drop by, pour yourself a

Award. Here she

cuppa and just relax for a bit. It all helps to make

accepts the citation from Dr. Ralph Lichtenfels.



a friendly place even more friendly. Give it a try.

Herb Stone tells this amazing story:

It can be habit-forming.



At dinner in the Irish restaurant in

Norma Robinson produced another

Davidsonville recently – If you haven’t been

excellent Year End Report for the Residents

there, go, it’s fun – Herb and Anne got to

Association this year. Joan Clark, the new

remembering a neighbor from their Capitol Hill

Office Manager, has her work cut out for her.

days who had moved to Davidsonville.



They scanned the patrons to see if, by

Maureen Lamb is home after spending three
exciting weeks with daughter Carol who has a
house in Cuernavaca, Mexico. Maureen tells of
swimming below a scenic waterfall and floating
downstream in an innertube. But most striking
was the celebration of the Festival of the
Dead,which honors All Souls Day and continues
for several days before and after. Colorful!
10
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chance, he might be among them. But no.
However. . .
Just one day later, who should call Herb but
Old Capitol Hill Neighbor. “Hey! Herb. I just
saw your picture in The Collingtonian and
wanted to touch base. How goes?” And a long
nostalgic talk followed.
Where had Old Neighbor seen The
Collingtonian? At the print shop that does our



work, while shopping for a printer to do a job for
him.

Bustle is the best word to describe the

The power of the press!


Outreach Committee members Ginge

goings-on in the
Clocktower
Lobby during the

Peddle, Ria Hawkins and Dora Halton delivered

annual Bazaar.

five adult-size knitted Afghans and six baby size,

Beanie Babies

made by Collington Residents, to the Prince

galore, plants of

George’s County Crisis Center (a nonprofit

all kinds, and a

organization) in early November, just in time for

plethora of

winter’s chill.

novelties went on


Believe it or not, somebody in Cairo,

sale. Customers
jostled each

Egypt logged on to the Keeping Up With

other as staff,

Collington website recently. The handiwork of

residents and

Curt Bury, assisted by Lee MacKnight, the web

visitors sized up

site tells what we are doing, where we are

the wares. Maja

going, is full of color pictures and presents a

Keech, just recovering from a bout with flu, was

lively view of life here. It is designed to inform

in charge of the event.

potential residents and their adult children about

Maja Keech

Residents Association President Herb Stone

our lifestyle. Have you viewed it recently?

presided over a plant table. By noon, Pat King

Google “Keeping Up with Collington” – and

sold out of the battery-operated candle novelties

enjoy!

she had made. Bill Whitaker, assisted by

Tell somebody about it. Tell lots of people

daughter Sandra Sweeney, offered wooden
novelties he had made in the Woodshop. And

about it.



Roanne Hartfield presided over a truly eclectic

Another of those coincidences:

assortment of wares offered at silent auction.

Pat Pritz and Robert Goldwin attended the

They ranged from a “Vintage Dobbs Fifth

same high school in New Jersey.

Avenue” red fedora, bidding to begin at $40, to a



pair of Hitchcock Chairs, bidding to start at $25

It’s not easy to keep up with all that goes on

each. By noon, Roanne had already received a

around here. Did you know, for instance, that
Margot Starr Kernan found time to write a book

bid of $300 for the chairs.
Flo Marion brought her daughter to help out,

about childhood summers spent at an aunt’s

and a wide selections of her quilts and needle

haunted house on the Eastern Shore? It’s

work to select from.

called Secret Passage and Margot has just reissued it. You can order it from Amazon.com.
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This Fall in Pictures

Pat Pritz, gardening at the raised beds,
grew tomatoes, beans and scallions this year.

Our own
Tom Connelly in
the middle of one
of his acts
impersonating
Elvis Presley.

Sheilla Given, (front) Lynn Bernstein and
Deborah McKnight, members of the Dining
Committee who keep flowers on our tables,
with Bill Preston and the dahlias he
supplies.
Photo by Pat Pritz

Herb Gordon and grandson, Ben McLaughlin,
currently an MBA candidate at Cornell, enjoy
an Orioles-Nationals game at Camden Yards.
Above left – Eva Yale holds a lapful of Beanie Babies, which
made a great hit at the Bazaar.
Left – Dora Halton admires the Afghan knitted to raise funds
for the Outreach Committee. The sale of chances brought in
$588 for the Committee, which helps care for the homeless.

